
MY HIDDEN 1561 
Chapter 1561: Not for You 

Mr. Wei and Mrs. Wei exchanged a serious look. Grandpa Wei and the Mu Family had agreed to marry 

Mu Weiwei to Ziting. 

But Ziting took a look at Li Xing’er and insisted on breaking off the engagement and being with her. 

After that incident, they did not pay much attention to Mu Weiwei. 

But what they had not expected was that after so many years, she had already married into the Fu 

Family and become the noble Mrs. Fu. 

Now even the Wei Family were not qualified to meet her. 

“Fu Hanzheng is a very intelligent man, why would he fall for that girl?” Father Wei mumbled 

confusedly. 

Among all the young entrepreneurs of Hua Land, no one was more business-minded and far-sighted 

than Fu Hanzheng. 

But what made such a smart business genius fall for that girl from the Mu Family and marry her? 

“Because of her face.” Li Xing’er snorted. 

All men desired pretty young girls, and Fu Hanzheng was a man too. 

“Can’t you control your mouth?” Wei Ziting squinted at her. 

All the trouble she had caused over the years was because of her bad mouth. 

“She never said that she is Mrs. Fu, how would I know?” Li Xing’er countered. 

Wei Ziting found this woman even more unreasonable. “If you keep your mouth shut and don’t cause 

any trouble, no one will be offended.” 

She had made such a huge mistake today and now she was still trying to find an excuse for herself. 

“If you scold me now, it’s not like the Fu Family will accept your kindness and Mu Weiwei will forgive 

us!” Li Xing’er snorted. 

Wei Ziting sighed tiredly, not wanting to talk with her any more. 

“You can live at home alone, I am not going to be staying here for the time being.” 

He had thought that she was gentle and understanding, but after they got married, he realized that she 

was not like that at all. It was not until today when he no longer recognized the girl he married. 

“Wei Ziting, what do you mean? Are you living separately or getting a divorce from me?” Li Xing’er stood 

up and interrogated him furiously. 

Wei Ziting massaged his eyebrows. “If you continue to be like this, I will consider getting a divorce.” 



A woman like her who had no EQ and no idea of how to behave properly would not help his career but 

instead bring him endless trouble. 

If she had not been pregnant and tried to kill herself, he would not have brought her to get the marriage 

certificate. 

“Wei Ziting, you must have lost your mind after meeting Mu Weiwei, right? Don’t think that I have not 

seen the way you look at her.” Li Xing’er gritted her teeth, pointed at Wei Ziting and sneered. “Now you 

find that the woman you broke off the engagement with has married Fu Hanzheng, you must think that 

it is a pity, right? But if you want to find her to continue the relationship, you have to ask Fu Hanzheng 

first, right?” 

“Li Xing’er, enough!” Wei Ziting bellowed. 

However, Li Xing’er, who was in the middle of anger, said without hesitation, “Even if you wanted to find 

her, she is already the high and mighty Mrs. Fu, not someone you can get close to.” 

She knew pretty well what it meant when she saw Wei Ziting’s expression. 

He had been looking at her face for too long and now he found Mu Weiwei’s face fresh again. 

What was more, that was the woman Fu Hanzheng had eyes for, and she looked even better than 

before. 

Chapter 1562: Fu Hanzheng’s Affection 

“Li Xing’er!” 

Wei Ziting suddenly stood up, raised his hand to slap her hard across the face. 

But before he was able to do that, Mrs. Wei stopped him. 

“Alright, Xing’er, you can go home now.” 

Li Xing’er bit her lips and left, knowing that she would get nothing if she continued to stay here. 

Seeing her leaving, Mrs. Wei threw a look at the livid Wei Ziting. 

“You chose her yourself, what are you arguing about now?” 

“I don’t want to argue with her, but look at what she has done!” Wei Ziting got very annoyed. 

Mrs. Wei sighed deeply. “I tried so hard to get you in through Mrs. Zhou, but look at what has happened 

now.” 

Instead of gaining anything good for the Wei Family, they got themselves into a lot of trouble. 

“If it is just a matter offending her, then Fu Hanzheng would not cause trouble for the Wei Family 

because of a woman.” Mr. Wei guessed that most people who did great things would not be so narrow-

minded. 

“Dad, you have underestimated Fu Hanzheng’s feelings towards her,” Wei Ziting said. 



Judging from how Fu Hanzheng acted and how he looked at Mu Weiwei, he could tell that he truly liked 

her. 

His expression changed when he heard that Mu Weiwei was wronged at the banquet. 

If they had not apologized in time, he would have stood up for her. 

If he did not ask him to apologize to Mu Weiwei, then there was only one possibility – he would 

remember this grudge. 

If he did not take revenge on them now, the Wei Family would suffer in the future. 

Mrs. Wei asked, “You two have known each other for years, but you have never begged Mu Weiwei. She 

is now Mrs. Fu and Fu Hanzheng always listens to her.” 

“I can’t talk with her, and Fu Hanzheng won’t let me approach her either,” Wei Ziting said helplessly. 

When he found Mu Weiwei and talked with her later on at the banquet, Fu Hanzheng personally came 

to find her and warned him not to approach her any more. 

There would not be any more opportunities in the future. 

Mrs. Wei turned to her husband and asked, “Then what should we do?” 

“Let’s just take it one step at a time. If he wants to stand up for his woman, he may give us a hard time, 

but it won’t be too much,” Mr. Wei said. 

If the Fu Family really wanted to do something, they would not be able to do anything about it. 

Resistance would only lead to more intense revenge, so they had to do whatever they could to let it pass 

over them quickly. 

Mrs. Fu thought for a while and said, “I will go and meet Mrs. Zhou and ask them to talk with the Fu 

Family.” 

“Thanks, mom.” Wei Ziting sighed. 

Hearing her words, Mr. Wei stressed. 

“From now on, Li Xing’er must keep her mouth shut.” 

She had caused so much trouble today, and if she did not restrain herself in the future, the Wei Family 

would be doomed. 

“If she wants to do that again, she can just get a divorce.” Mrs. Wei snorted. 

They had not been satisfied with this daughter-in-law, but they only approved of her because she had a 

grandson. 

Even if her son got divorced, she could still find a better business partner for Ziting. 

“He insisted on marrying her himself and now he wants a divorce. Does he think marriage is a joke?” Mr. 

Wei glanced at Mrs. Wei and snapped. “Our grandchild is too young for me to allow such a thing.” 



Mrs. Wei pursed her lips. “She is of no help to Ziting’s work and she doesn’t even know how to maintain 

the relationships with the noble ladies. What is the point of having such a daughter-in-law?” 

She had been thinking about becoming an actress again, but those from wealthy families looked down 

upon those from the entertainment zone. 

Chapter 1563: Heartache for Her Son 

However, days went by without any retaliation from the Fu Family. 

Wei Ziting was worried over the fact that the revenge from the Fu Family had not come, but those rich 

ladies who had offended the Fu Family because of Li Xing’er kept causing trouble for Far East Enterprise. 

There was never a peaceful day because the quality of products was constantly being reported or the 

shareholders were involved in some sort of scandal. 

Wei Ziting had been so busy dealing with these problems that he was totally exhausted. 

Because of these things, he had been very annoyed, so he did not return to his and Li Xing’er’s home but 

stayed at the Wei Family’s villa. 

It was already late at night when he came home after another problem was solved. 

Mrs. Wei was also so worried that she did not sleep for half the night. When she saw her son’s skinny 

figure when he returned, she felt very distressed. 

“Everything is solved?” 

Wei Ziting leaned against the sofa tiredly. “Just barely.” 

“Good, good,” Mrs. Wei said and asked the servant to bring over the soup. “Drink the soup, you have 

lost so much weight.” 

Wei Ziting sat up straight, took the soup and sighed deeply. 

“I wonder what trouble will come tomorrow.” 

“Drink the soup and go to bed,” Mrs. Wei said concernedly. 

Seeing her son working so hard because of Li Xing’er, she hated this daughter-in-law even more. 

Wei Ziting had just taken two sips of soup when the phone rang again. 

He put down the bowl and answered the call, “What is it now?” 

“Wei Ziting, the baby is having a fever, come home now,” Li Xing’er said anxiously. 

Wei Ziting sighed deeply. Although he did not want to talk with Li Xing’er, he was concerned about his 

own son. 

“Take him to the hospital with the servant, I will be there soon.” 

“The servant is off work today, how am I supposed to get there?” Li Xing’er was interrogating him and 

the child was crying. 



Wei Ziting gritted his teeth. “I will be right there.” 

Having said these words, he rang off and was about to leave. 

“What is it? Li Xing’er again?” Mrs. Wei asked with a cold expression. 

“The baby is having a fever, and the servant asked for leave today, I need to go home,” Wei Ziting said. 

If it had not been because of this child, he would never want to see her again. 

Mrs. Wei snorted. 

“How does she take care of the child? Why is she calling you when she should be taking the cold to the 

hospital?” 

He had just come home but was now too busy to drink the soup. Something might happen at the 

company tomorrow and Li Xing’er was still causing trouble at this hour. 

“The child is more important, I am leaving now,” Wei Ziting said in a hurry. 

Unconvinced, Mrs. Wei said straightforwardly, “Hang on, I will get changed and go with you.” 

“No thanks, it is late, you can sleep now.” Wei Ziting checked the time and did not want Mrs. Wei to tag 

along. 

“If it is not serious, I will stay at the hospital with my grandchild, so that you can come home to rest,” 

Mrs. Wei said as she hurried back to the bedroom to get changed and followed him back. 

Li Xing’er did not care about her husband, but she did care about her son. 

The mother and the son came to Wei Ziting and Li Xing’er’s place, picked up Li Xing’er and the crying 

child and hurried to the hospital. 

Luckily, the child was not seriously ill, but Mrs. Wei still lectured Li Xing’er. 

Chapter 1564: Cute? 

The Wei Family had been put into a difficult position one way after another, and Li Xing’er and her child 

got sick because of the stress of everything, so the whole family was in a mess. 

At villa number seven, it was a very sweet scene. 

The eight-month-old Youyou and Tiantian were no longer sitting there playing obediently. 

After they learnt how to crawl, they started to use their new skills excitedly in the living room. 

Therefore, Gu Weiwei would often turn around and the two children would either hide behind the sofa 

or the curtains. 

After Ji Cheng finished the competition, and Luo Qianqian had finished the music of Mo Jiao’s new 

movie, they came over to watch the two children. 

“Oh my gosh, they are getting even cuter!” 



The moment Ji Cheng entered the room and saw the two little ones crawling on the floor, she found 

them so cute. 

Luo Qianqian glanced at Ji Cheng who threw herself at the two children speechlessly. “Can’t you restrain 

yourself? You are scaring the children.” 

Sitting on the cushion, Ji Cheng looked up at Gu Weiwei with one hand hugging the little bun. 

“Are you feeding your children lovely food every day?” 

Their long eyelashes, round eyes and round faces made people want to rub their cheeks, but it also 

made one worried that their faces would be ruined by doing so. 

Gu Weiwei was not surprised by her behavior. “They grew up eating milk and noodles.” 

Ji Cheng dangled the two children in her arms. “Oh, Weiwei, you are so blessed to see these cute little 

twins every day.” 

Li Xing’er’s son was called the god of cuteness just because he looked okay. 

So what would the netizens call these little ones when they saw them? These two cute little children 

were the best-looking ones. 

“Alright, let them play by themselves, come and have some tea,” Gu Weiwei called out to her. 

“You two drink, I want to play with them.” 

Ji Cheng did not want to leave the two little ones alone, so she played happily on the mat with the two 

little ones, just like a three-year-old girl. 

Also, when the phone rang, she did not even bother to fetch it herself but asked Luo Qianqian to bring it 

to her instead. 

Luo Qianqian gave her the unfinished fruits with one hand and the phone with the other. 

She gave the phone to Ji Cheng, but the little foodie had her eyes upon the fruits in Ji Cheng’s hands. She 

stared at Ji Cheng’s hands and kept calling out. 

Luo Qianqian threw a look at Tiantian who was staring at her and then at the fruits in her hands. 

“You want some?” 

Gu Weiwei felt her forehead helplessly. “I forgot to tell you not to eat anything in front of Tiantian.” 

This little foodie’s daughter was terrible when it came to food. Whenever she saw someone eating 

something, she would scream and slap the table, insisting on eating it herself. 

She was worried that the child would overeat, so she had been controlling her appetite. 

But when this girl saw it, she would not stop until it was in her mouth. 

She was asking now, but soon she would start to cry. 



She asked the servant to prepare some fruit paste and fed some to each of the children. Only then did 

Tiantian stop crying in satisfaction. 

Ji Cheng smiled as she saw the fruit paste in Tiantian’s bowl. 

“Tiantian is such a natural foodie.” 

Gu Weiwei smiled helplessly. “That is why she is rounder than her brother.” 

She was worried that she would become a chubby girl one day. 

“She looks cute when she is chubby, it doesn’t matter.” Ji Cheng smiled at Tiantian’s round face. 

Hearing the words, Luo Qianqian asked, “How would you know about being a?little?chubby?” 

“Luo Qianqian, are you calling me fat again?” Ji Cheng glared at her. 

Of course they were cute when they were chubby, but she was an adult and a chubby face would 

ruin?everything1. 

Chapter 1565: Love before Friendship 

Because of the two naughty children, the three of them did not have a proper chat until the afternoon 

when they took a nap. 

Gu Weiwei made some black tea and some fruits and snacks, whilst Ji Cheng looked at the cute pictures 

of the two little buns happily. 

“Ah, this one is so cute.” 

“Oh, this one is cuter.” 

“Oh my gosh, Tiantian is so cute!” 

…. 

Luo Qianqian felt her forehead and said to Gu Weiwei, “This woman is acting crazy again.” 

Every time she saw the two little ones, Ji Cheng became so excited. 

Gu Weiwei sipped the tea and nodded in agreement. 

Ji Cheng especially liked cute things. Since Youyou and Tiantian were at the stage of being chubby, Ji 

Cheng could not resist them at all. 

Fu Shiyi and Fu Shiqin were the same. No matter how busy they were at work, they had to come and 

check up on Youyou and Tiantian before they could fall asleep. 

“Oh yes, how is the theme song and soundtrack of Director Mo’s movie?” 

“Yes, they are very satisfied,” Luo Qianqian said. 

Thanks to her suggestion, the song fit the movie well. 

Ji Cheng’s eyes sparkled when she heard these words. 



“So you must have made a fortune, right? You can treat us to a big meal next week on your birthday.” 

Luo Qianqian frowned when she heard her words. 

“I am not at home next week for my birthday.” 

“What?” Ji Cheng raised her eyebrows and asked with a sunken expression, “Why? Why aren’t you 

celebrating your birthday?” 

Luo Qianqian smiled and said nothing. 

Gu Weiwei noticed something and said with a smile, “It seems that she is going to abandon us and 

spend the rest of her life with Mr. Gu.” 

“Lovers over friends!” Ji Cheng snapped. 

“You sound as if you two have never done it before.” Luo Qianqian threw a look at these two girls who 

had always prioritized love over friendship and said, “Do you want me to count how many times you 

have stood me up because of men?” 

“Alright, if you want to spend the day with Mr. Gu, then go ahead.” Ji Cheng did not like what she said, 

but she still supported her inwardly. 

After all, as a good friend, she also hoped that her love could be realized as soon as possible. 

“When I am home and you are free, I will definitely give you a feast,” Luo Qianqian said with a smile. 

Ji Cheng snorted with a cup in her hands. “Then you better work hard and bring that mysterious Mr. Gu 

back for us to see.” 

Although they could not celebrate her birthday together she understood because when they were in a 

relationship, they still hoped to spend the day with the person they loved. 

Therefore, they all understood and supported what she was doing. 

Luo Qianqian smiled without saying a word. She still had a long way to go. 

But as the days went by, she felt that they were getting closer and closer. 

She had not told Gu Yun Che about her birthday. What she had asked him was where he was going next 

week, and then she would inform him when she snuck over. 

Ji Cheng and Luo Qianqian stayed at the villa seven until the evening fell, but they left before Fu 

Hanzheng returned. 

Before they left, Ji Cheng did not want to let go of Tiantian. She truly wanted to take the child away. 

Finally, it was Luo Qianqian who could not stand her any more, so she asked Gu Weiwei to carry her 

daughter back and dragged her into the car. 

The Fu Family’s driver drove them home one after another and Luo Qianqian was the last to be dropped 

off. 

The moment she entered the apartment, she received a text. 



Seeing the notification on the screen, she smiled brightly; it was a message from Gu Yun Che. 

Chapter 1566: His Cabbage 

“Qianqian, time to eat.” 

Seeing her daughter coming home, Mrs. Luo called out to her from the kitchen. 

Seeing the message on the screen, Luo Qianqian said with pursed lips, “I ate when I was out, you guys 

eat without me, I am going back to the room.” 

Having said these words, she hurried back to her own room. 

Mrs. Luo frowned as she watched her daughter returning to the room. Then she turned to her husband 

and said, “She keeps giggling at her phone these days, could she be in a relationship without telling us?” 

Mr. Luo adjusted his glasses and mumbled, “You know, she has changed a lot these days.” 

Her hair had grown longer, and she was dressed in a more feminine way. 

“Why are you being so sneaky when you are in a relationship? Why don’t you bring him home for us to 

take a look at him?” Mr. Luo mumbled unhappily, feeling as if the cabbage he had painstakingly raised 

had been stolen away. 

But what annoyed him the most was that he had no idea who had done it. 

“Just let her bring him home in her own time, there’s no need to hurry.” Mrs. Luo did not think that it 

was a bad thing that her daughter was in a relationship. 

She had thought that with her temper, she would not be able to get married in the future. But now she 

was in a relationship, so they did not have to worry about her marriage. 

Luo Qianqian had no idea what her parents were thinking. After returning to her own room, she thought 

for a few minutes and texted Gu Yun Che. 

Two minutes later, another text arrived. Before she could read it, Yuan Meng’s call arrived. 

“How is it going?” 

“He just texted me and asked if I was busy.” Luo Qianqian confessed. 

Actually, according to what Yuan Meng had told her yesterday, she did not reply to a single text from 

him. 

Then when no more messages came through, she thought that he would stop. 

That was why she got so excited when she saw his text. 

“How did you reply?” Yuan Meng asked. 

“I said I was with a friend,” Luo Qianqian said honestly. She was indeed with a friend today. 

Hearing her words, Yuan Meng thought for a while and said, “In half an hour, post the picture of you and 

the man on Moments and say that you had a great time with your friend.” 



“I met Weiwei and Ji Cheng today, not a man,” Luo Qianqian said. 

“I don’t care if it is a man or a woman that you met today, I just want him to think that you are playing 

with a man. I asked you to take this picture just for today,” Yuan Meng said. 

They had been in touch these past few days, and it was time to test this antique. 

Luo Qianqian sighed helplessly. “Alright.” 

Although she also felt that it was not a good idea to lie to him, she also wanted to know if he would 

react if he knew she was with another man. 

If he was a little bit jealous, it meant that he liked her too, even if it was just a little bit. 

“If he reacts, then we can say that what we have been doing has worked. If he doesn’t, then we will 

have to work harder,” Yuan Meng said seriously. 

Hopefully, that old fogey would fall for this devoted girl too, so that their efforts of setting him up would 

not have been in vain. 

If he took the bait, then he might stop helping Gu Siting, and Weiwei and Fu Hanzheng would be less 

threatened. 

But if he still failed to take the bait, she was going to have a headache about how to get this stubborn 

antique to fall for Luo Qianqian. 

Chapter 1567: Get Him Down 

Hearing what Yuan Meng said, Luo Qianqian felt a bit nervous. 

If he did not care about it and showed no reaction, should she continue with this relationship? 

Hearing no more words from her, Yuan Meng asked, “What is it? Are you scared?” 

“Sister Yuan Meng, is it really right to force someone who doesn’t like you to like you?” Luo Qianqian 

mumbled. 

He had expressed clearly that he did not like her, but she herself was not willing to let him go. 

She always thought that as long as she truly liked him, one day, he would fall for her. 

“You can’t force yourself to be in a relationship but it is very normal for men to court women and it is 

very normal for women to court men. There are many people in the world who are in love with each 

other after knowing each other for a long time. It is all a game.” Yuan Meng was smoking on the other 

side of the phone. 

“But I am worried that he still doesn’t like me.” Luo Qianqian sighed. 

“What are you afraid of? I can come up with some ideas for you.” Hearing that she was not confident, 

Yuan Meng continued. “There are not many people who happen to like you when you like them. 

Relationships need to be built up slowly. Fu Hanzheng is a prime example of a man who pursued his wife 

when she didn’t like him, so be confident.” 



Luo Qianqian was not bad-looking, and she was very likable too. 

That antique did not seem to have had much contact with anyone throughout the years, and it was 

already incredible that the two of them were in touch with one another. 

Therefore, it would take time and patience to bring him down. 

“Sister Yuan Meng, it is my birthday next week, I think…” Luo Qianqian hesitated. 

Yuan Meng chuckled. “Do you want to meet him?” 

“Yes,” Luo Qianqian answered with a low voice. 

“If you really want to go and meet him, then go and meet him. You can’t keep chatting online,” Yuan 

Meng said. 

They two talked every day, but mostly on WeChat and occasionally on the phone. 

This was not a kind of relationship that could be developed in this way. 

Love was something that could only be experienced face to face. 

Luo Qianqian thought for a while and asked, “Then… should I pay attention to anything?” 

“Go and buy some sexy underwear!” Yuan Meng said instantly. 

“…” Luo Qianqian had no words to counter her. 

What on earth did she think she was going to be doing there? 

“Although it is not a good thing for a woman to travel for a man who is a thousand miles away, if you 

really want to get him, then go and sleep with him.” Yuan Meng came up with a very serious plan. 

What could happen if they kept having an online relationship? 

Therefore, she had to develop some practical relationship with him as soon as possible. 

“Sister Yuan Meng… that is too difficult.” 

Luo Qianqian’s face turned totally red when she heard what she said, and she was definitely not going to 

do anything about it. 

“Listen to me, buy two sets of sexy underwear before you leave. Oh, nothing too sexy, he will notice that 

you are doing this on purpose. Buy pink, pink and blue lacy underwear.” Yuan Meng was already 

suggesting the type and color of the underwear to her. 

“Sister Yuan Meng!” Luo Qianqian interrupted her shyly and whispered, “I really can’t do that, don’t 

even think about it.” 

“I don’t know how long it will take before he falls deeply for you.” Yuan Meng got anxious and said, “So, 

we must strike first to gain the upper hand. You must seduce him first so that the divide between you is 

gone. Only then can you get closer. Do you want to chat online forever?” 

Chapter 1568: Get Him Down 2 



“I...” Luo Qianqian’s face turned increasingly red as she asked, “Can’t we do something else?” 

She had thought that she was a bold person, but after knowing Yuan Meng, she realized that there was 

always someone more bold than her out there. 

This woman did not even brake when she was driving. She was way too fierce for her to catch up to. 

“It doesn’t matter if you have no experience, as long as you have the guts.” Yuan Meng continued to 

guide her. 

“I am not doing it,” Luo Qianqian said straightforwardly. 

She would not dare to do such a thing, no matter how brave she was. 

“Aren’t you going to celebrate your birthday with him? Either get him drunk or get yourself drunk. Then 

everything will be much easier,” Yuan Meng said in a relaxed tone. 

Luo Qianqian sighed and said embarrassedly, “Sister Yuan Meng, I would never do such a thing, please 

let me go.” 

“Don’t, you people are just too prudish. I gave Weiwei the idea and she thought that it was a bad idea, 

but the result was she’s now married.” Yuan Meng snorted and analyzed seriously. “Are you going to 

travel all the way there just for one birthday, two bites of cake and remain chatting online? If you are, 

then you will never make any progress.” 

Therefore, the simplest way was to throw oneself on the opponent or let the opponent do the deed. 

/ 

Gu Yun Che had never liked interacting with anyone, and he had not touched a woman for years. 

So as long as he fell, he would never forget her. 

If he could not forget her, he would keep thinking about her, and then he would never get over her. 

She found that she was becoming more and more like a teacher. 

“We are not at that stage yet.” Luo Qianqian argued. 

Before they could get to know each other better, or even confirm their relationship, they had already 

reached that stage. That was way too fast. 

“There are no fixed steps when it comes to being in a relationship.” Yuan Meng found it funny and 

continued. “Silly girl, throw yourself at him and ask him to take responsibility. In this way, your 

relationship will progress tremendously.” 

What day and age were they living in? Luo Qianqian thought that they had to get to know each other 

step by step, so as to get to know each other better before confirming the relationship. Were they 

supposed to wait until they got married before sleeping with each other1? 

It was impossible to deal with Gu Yun Che in this way. 

This girl was too innocent to do such a thing. 



But if she did not do it, she and Gu Yun Che would never be able to have a proper conversation outside 

of online. 

“Sister Yuan Meng, no matter what, it is impossible.” Luo Qianqian turned down Yuan Meng’s proposal. 

“Silly girl, when you are dealing with someone like him, you have to be lethal. After all, your ultimate 

purpose is to be in a relationship with him. When you are in a relationship, you need to have s*x with 

him too. In this case you need to have s*x with him before you can be in a relationship. It doesn’t matter 

which one is first.” 

Yuan Meng got so annoyed by her lack of backbone. Shouldn’t she keep thinking about throwing herself 

at the man she liked? 

“Of course it is different,” Luo Qianqian said resolutely. 

After all, she would never do whatever she had promised not to do. 

“You can get him drunk and sleep with him, or you can either get yourself drunk or seduce him to sleep 

with you. Is that such a difficult thing to do?” Yuan Meng just could not understand what was so difficult 

about such a simple matter. 

“I am not as brave as you,” Luo Qianqian said. 

She felt so embarrassed just by thinking about it, let alone doing that for real. 

Chapter 1569: Get Him Down 3 

Yuan Meng was already scratching the wall anxiously on the other side of the phone and started to 

persuade her patiently. 

“Let me tell you, if a man and a woman have s*x, the relationship will change qualitatively.” 

“That is not something I can do.” Luo Qianqian sighed deeply. 

She understood what she was saying, but she just could not do that. She did not even dare to think 

about it. 

“Oh my gosh, you are making me so anxious.” Yuan Meng sighed on the other side of the phone and 

said, “It is a key step to getting Gu Yun Che.” 

If she was just going to celebrate the birthday by eating cake, then their relationship would not make 

much progress. 

Gu Siting already had a plan in mind, and no one knew what he was going to do next. So before he did 

anything, they had to make sure that Gu Yun Che was not used by the Gu Family, or even standing on 

their side. 

Therefore, she got very anxious about how Luo Qianqian courted the man. 

“Sister Yuan Meng, in my own way, I may never be the one in his heart, but I want to like him with a 

clear conscience,” Luo Qianqian said resolutely. 



Maybe Yuan Meng’s method could help her to get closer to Gu Yun Che but she would feel very uneasy 

if she did something like this. 

Hearing her words, Yuan Meng said after a moment of silence, “Alright, do whatever you want, but be 

prepared. What if you don’t want to sleep with him but he wants to sleep with you?” 

“Sister Yuan Meng!” Luo Qianqian said with a low voice. 

“Alright, alright, I won’t ask you to sleep with him, but show him your charm too. What if he wants to 

sleep with you?” Yuan Meng sneered. 

Although that was almost impossible. 

Luo Qianqian smiled. “Mr. Gu is not that kind of person.” 

“Alright, alright, alright, Mr. Gu is a very pure and innocent man.” Yuan Meng had no choice but to urge 

her. “Alright, send the pictures and flirt with the man.” 

Actually, she knew pretty well how dark and scary that Gu man was. 

He was not a good man and could kill dozens of bandits without blinking. 

Weiwei had complained that she and Yuan Shuo were insanely strong, but Gu Yun Che was the worst of 

the worst, just like a monster. 

Luo Qianqian rang off and brought out the picture she had prepared with her cousin. 

In order to make the picture look better, she taught her cousin how to pose according to Yuan Meng’s 

request and finally got the picture approved by Yuan Meng. 

She clicked open the picture and looked at it for a long time, wondering if she should post it or not. 

What would Gu Yun Che’s reaction be if he saw the picture? 

After hesitating for almost half an hour, she finally did what Yuan Meng told her to and posted the 

picture on Moments, showing only to Gu Yun Che. 

But after the post, Gu Yun Che stopped talking on WeChat. 

Then she waited until late at night before making a call. 

After a few rings, Gu Yun Che picked up. 

“What is it?” 

“Sorry, my phone ran out of battery, so I missed your text.” Luo Qianqian lied. 

“It’s fine, as long as you have fun with your friends.” Gu Yun’s voice sounded cold and slightly jealous. 

The man in the picture was standing so close to her and they were laughing so happily as if they were in 

a very special relationship. 

“Yes, I had a great time,” Luo Qianqian said with a smile. 

After a moment of silence, Gu Yun Che asked, “Is he your boyfriend?” 



“Well… not yet.” Luo Qianqian got nervous and sighed. “What should I do when the person I like doesn’t 

like me?” 

After a long and depressing silence, Gu Yun Che said, “Give up.” 

Chapter 1570: Waiting for Love to Blossom 

“Give up?” 

Luo Qianqian was confused. Was he asking her to give up on him or the cousin in the picture, who was 

pretending to be flirty with her? 

“That man is too young for you.” Gu Yun Che stressed. 

The boy in the picture looked younger than she was, so why would he take care of her? 

Hearing that he was referring to the cousin in the picture, Luo Qianqian smiled inwardly. 

“He is a bit younger than me and sometimes he is a bit immature, but… when it comes to love, there is 

no such thing as suitability, only like or dislike.” 

The first part was a picture, but the second part was for him to hear. 

She remembered that he once told her that they were from different worlds and that he was not 

suitable for her. 

But from the day he appeared in her world, she had never considered whether they were suitable for 

each other or not. 

She kept in touch with him discreetly and liked him discreetly, hoping that one day, he would know how 

she felt about him. But she was also worried that one day, he would cut off their contact completely. 

Day after day, she waited for her love to blossom in hope and terror. 

“He will hurt you,” Gu Yun Che said. 

For some reason, as they kept in touch, he started to care more and more about this girl, whom he 

should not care about. 

The moment he saw the picture, he felt a bit upset. 

Before this, he had thought that she was thinking about him, so he had been careful not to overstep 

their boundaries. 

But when he saw the picture of her with another man, he suddenly felt a bit depressed. 

“If it is someone I truly like, I am willing to wait even if I am hurt,” Luo Qianqian said. 

That was, of course, for Gu Yun Che. 

She wanted to tell him that even if he did not like her and she liked him, she was willing and without 

regrets. 



Gu Yunche stayed silent for a while and asked, “If the person you like can never give you what you want, 

will you have no regrets?” 

Startled, Luo Qianqian said, “You don’t ask for anything in return when you truly like someone. If the 

person you like also likes you, then you are very lucky. But if the person you like doesn’t like you, then 

you are very lucky to have met the person you like at all costs.” 

Before she met him, she had never expected that one day, she would feel the feeling of missing 

someone so dearly because of one person. 

She might be disappointed if she did not get a reply, but she felt lucky to have met such a person. 

After all, without him, she might never understand what it was like to like someone. 

“Qianqian, I hope that the person you like will like you too,” Gu Yun Che said sincerely. 

Luo Qianqian smiled bitterly and said, “Thanks.” 

But he was the man she liked. 

She really wanted to tell him that if he liked her, his wish for her would come true. 

But she just could not utter a word. 

“It is late, you can sleep now,” Gu Yun Che said. 

“I… don’t want to sleep now, where will you be these next few days?” Luo Qianqian asked. 

Without concealing anything, Gu Yun Che confessed. 

“I should be in Bangalore in a few days.” 

But he did not tell her why he was there. 

 


